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Width and Shift of Spectral Lines Due to Dissipative Interaction
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The theory of line width due to dissipative interactions, such as collisions, is examined for the case of
weakly coupled systems (weak collisions). It is shown that the apparent paradox that the width of the
energy of the total system is of the order of Avogadro's number is resolved by a substraction procedure.
The width of a spectral line is the difference in widths of the two macroscopic states before and after the
transition. This should be contrasted to the case of natural line width where the width of the line is the sum
of the widths of the two states involved. The physical reason for the difference in sign is discussed.

l. INTRODUCTION

A PROBLEM often encountered in spectroscopy is
the width of a line due to the fact that transitions

among the states of a system render its energy uncer-
tain because of relaxation eGects. Much thought has
gone into this eGect in gases under the title of pressure
broadening. The line is broadened due to collisions. The
gas system is quite complicated, however, as one must
consider the exchange between the internal energy of a
molecule and translational energy. This complication
necessitates approximation and it is not always possible
to keep track of the nature of the errors committed. It
is also dificult to trace the physics through.

A simple problem of equal physical interest is pre-
sented by the following situation. Consider phonons in a
slightly anharmonic crystal. The anharmonicity can be
shown to give rise to "collisions" among the phonons
in such a way that a nonequilibrium situation goes to
the equilibrium distribution. This was erst carried
through by Peierls' in 1929 and later made rigorous in
quantum mechanics by Van Hove' and in classical
mechanics by Prigogine and the author. ' Now suppose
radiation is incident on the crystal in such a way that
it changes the population of, say, phonon k (k includes
both wave vector and polarization). Then because of
its interaction with all the other phonons, phonon k can
be expected to exhibit a line width and a line shift.
A similar situation arises in neutron scattering from
crystals. For a pure harmonic crystal Placzek and
Van Hove4 have shown that one-phonon coherent
scattering leads to the scattering of neutrons of only
a few discrete energies at given scattering angle.
Phonon collisions will make these lines shift and have
width. This eGect was pointed out by Van Hove' and
in fact was the starting point of the present work.

A similar situation arises when radiation induces
transitions in the population of any kind of excitation,
spin waves, excitons, etc. , which are in interaction. The
general problem is to calculate the line width and shift.

' R. Peierls, Ann. Physik 3, 1055 (1929).
2 L. Van Hove, Physica 21, 517 (1955).
3 R. Brout and I. Prigogine, Physica 22, 35 (1956).
4 G. Placzek and L. Van Hove, Phys. Rev. 93, 1207 (1954).
sL. Van Hove, Brussels Conference on Irreversible processes,

I%55 (unpublished).

Our intuition tells us that if the collisions yield a
mean lifetime of yI, ' for the kth mode of excitation,
then the line width should be &I,. This is best seen by
considering a given exciton to be in interaction with
the rest of the system. This interaction not only causes
an energy shift as in time-independent perturbation
theory, but a width as well. The latter is a result of the
fact that the lifetime of the excitation renders its
energy uncertain by the Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple (I& E y&

' ——1;5=1). It is our aim to verify this
result. That this is not trivial may be seen by reference
to the classical paper of Wigner and WeisskoG' on
natural line breadth. For a multi-level atom, it is found
that a transition a ~ b has a line width

where F, I'~ are the inverse lifetimes of the levels u, b,
respectively, due to the radiation itself. This result is
reasonable. If there is a width associated with level a
and another with level b, one expects the width of a
line to be the sum of the two.

If this reasoning is then naively extended to the case
of relaxing media, the line width for the transition be-
tween states, {os, n~&'& n, ) -+ {nr sss{'l rs, },
would be

I'&r«««= ~I' {n] nI&&» n {+of{nr ~ n«&» no) ~. (1.2)

This result is absurd for the reason that I"{~l is an ex-
tensive quantity of the order of Avogadro's number.
That is, for a very large system, the probability that
my exciton change its state in a given time interval,
no matter how small, is very large if the system becomes
big enough. For example, in the case of phonons in an
anharrnonic crystal, we have

I' = s P {Cgy~s~~
I{:k'Is"

X&(Ns+ 1) (ss~ +1)(N~")+ssan~ (n~"+1)]
Xo(&o~+&os +&os )o(k+k'+k" E)), (13)—

where E is a vector in the reciprocal lattice. The life-
time of a single phonon k may be equated with the

E. Wigner and V. WeisskoR, Z. Physik 63, 54 (1930).
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difference Using (2.3), we have for a given spontaneous emission

I (ni ~ ~ ng+1 ~ n&}—I }ni ~ ~ ng ~ ~ n&}—:py. (1.4) . t'
Npr n'(o f t =i dti

Thus the reasoning of Wigner and Keisskoff in the
physical interpretation of Eq. (1) fails. The problem
must be attacked on a new basis using known informa-
tion about dissipative systems. These systems have
been studied in the limit of weak coupling by Van Hove'
and we shall find that his formalism leads automatically
to the correct answer. It is found that, to within a
constant factor,

~trans =Pk (1.5)

In this case it is then the digeremce of I"s rather than
the sums as in Eq. (1) that gives the correct width.

In the course of the analysis it will be made clear
how our problem differs from that of natural line width.
It turns out that the two problems answer entirely
different questions.

For convenience we shall treat the problem of spon-
taneous emission, and then indicate how to apply the
result to absorption.

2. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION

In finding the intensity formula we use standard
first order perturbation theory in the interaction be-
tween the radiation (or neutron) field and the system.
The Hamiltonian is

a',ao,'N$0}st p

X(¹~,n I exp[iH, (t—ti)] I ¹

—1;n')

Xexp[i~(t —ti)](¹—1;~IH; ~l Xq)

X(Ea, n'
I
exp[iH, ti] I

¹',n')(XP; n'I P(0)). (2.4)

In the amplitude (¹r,n;coif(t)), only those con-
tributions which contain (¹—1;colH;„,I¹)are in-
cluded, for these are the only ones that contribute to
the line in question. In (2.4) the index Ezr, n labels the
final state to which the system has evolved after its
radiative transition to ¹

—1;n' at t~. In general,
¹kfW¹k—1. The intensity of the line is the square
of (2.4) summed over ¹rand n and finally integrated
over cu for the integrated line intensity.

In the expression (2.4) appear matrix elements of
the type (¹,nI exp[iH, t]

I

¹';n') The. se matrix ele-
ments have been studied by Van Hove' for H, of the
type (2.2), where V, in dissipative systems, has char-
acteristic diagonal singularities in its even powers. In
the lowest nonvanishing order in X, which is ), Van
Hove has found (we call P the index of the whole system
P=Ng, n)

(P Iexp[iH, tjiP')

H =II,+H„+II;„„ (2.1)
~t

=Up8pp+iX dtiUp(t ti)Vpp Up—(ti)+
"p

(2 5)

where H, =Hamiltonian of the system, H„=Hamil-
tonian of the radiation field, and H;„&=interaction be-
tween system and radiation. We shall treat systems for
which (reference 2)

H, =Ho+~v; IVI«Ho, (2.2)

where V couples the modes of excitation in the manner
of "collisions. " %e work in the representation that
diagonalizes H'+H„(i.e., numbers of modes of excita-
tion and photons). We begin with photon vacuum 0
and go to a one-photon state co. For the specification of
the system we adopt a convenient notation, remarking
that we are primarily interested in the transition in-
duced by H;„& in changing the population of a par-
ticular mode of excitation, say k. It will be convenient
to isolate this particular mode of excitation in the
notation, but to lump all the others in a single index a,
i.e., the index a specifies the populations n&. .nk &nk+~
~ n„p labels the last mode of excitation. In first order
in H; t, we have (5=1)

~t
P(t) =$(0)+i) dt exp[i(H, +H„)(t—t )]H;„„

0

Xexp[i(H, +H„)t,j. (2.3)

pt ptg

+(iX)" P ~ dt„dt,
pm" p."o ~o

X [Up(t —t,) Vpp, Up, (t,—t, ,) Vp, p Up (t,)j

where
+ " (26)

U, (t) =exp(il Z(P)+ a(P)+ir (P)3},
I p=-~'ZI(~l v i~'&I'~(&p &p), -

Pl

~p=&'ZI(}3IVIP')I'[1/(&p —&p)jp, (2.9)

Ep ——unperturbed eigenvalue of Hp.

In Eq. (2.9), ()i means the principal part. Equation
(2.6) further has the proviso that all i} indexes are kept
successively two by two unequal; all of these diagonal
terms are absorbed in the I' and 6 of Eq. (2.7). The
operator U may be thought of as a renormalized pro-
pagation operator after all the diagonal singularities in
V' have been separated out. h(P) is the shift in energy
of the state due to the interaction and I'(P) is the width.

Substitution of Eq. (2.6) into (2.4) is the formal
answer to our problem. Let us first look at a trivial
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case to gain familiarity with the nature of the terms
involved. Suppose that the mode of excitation k is
uncoupled from the system. In this case ÃI, is a re-
dundant index in the matrix element of exp(iH, t)
except insofar as it enters into the U, defined by (2.7).
In this case we have

Up(t) =exp{i[E(n)+A(n)+iI'(n)]t}
X exp(i1Vi, sit). (2.10)

From the expansion (2.6), we then see that the factors
exp(i1V&e&t„) successively cancel through the U factors,
leaving only a factor exp(i1V&e&t) (n I exp(iH, 't)

I
n'),

where H, ' does not contain the mode of excitation k.
For this case, Eq. (2.4) becomes

&1Vi—1;n; ~d IP(t)) = P exp[ddt]
a'ao

matrix element of exp(iH, ti). This will contain terms
lik.e

~ . . U»»». i»»iv( —t )U v—1 Ni»v i.(t )—. ~ .

exp{i[Eav;i»»i" Ea~i;Ni" i+Aav;gi& (2.13)

'+i(I';i»»i —I' i;i»» "-i)]t„.

This we wish to compare with U~. ;~»,~ i ( t—„)—
XU „ i;~»,~i —i(t.) . These are the same except for
a factor

exp{i/La», 'x»p Aaq i;Ni, " i Aa»', i»»», "—1

+Da„ i;i»'»»" i 1+i(I a„;x—i»" I a„ i;zr—»»" i—
—I'a„;i» i —i+I'a„ i;zi"—i-i)]t„} (2.14)

X dtl&1Vi 1 n
I
exp[iH (t tl)] I

1Vi»—1;a') 8i(n) =Ai»»i»;a —ANi»a 1;»—
yg(n) =I'N», ;

—r~i, —i; . (2.15)
X&1V&—1; ~d

I
H;„,I1V&, 0)e xp[i(~ ~&)t—i]

X&1Vi—1;a'lexp(iH, ti) I1Vi,—1;n')

where for future comparison we have deliberately
written the matrix elements in terms of B, rather than
H, '. In Eq. (2.11), the matrix element of exp(iH, ti)
has had the index EI, changed to E~—1, and the factor
exp(ieiti) removed. This is convenient to do as it then
permits summation over all intermediate indexes in a
very simple manner. It is the trick that simplifies the
real case considerably.

Summing over o,
' and o,' gives

&1Vi,—1;n; (u lg(t))

=exp{i/co+ (1V~—1)ei]t} dtiC (t)Car~(0)
4p

Xexp[i(cu —e»)ti]&1Vi,—1;col H;„il1Vi). (2.12)

Squaring (2.12) and summing over a (P IC I'=1)
gives the standard first order perturbation theory for
an isolated system. The principal point that we would
like to bring out is the introduction of the phase shift
~l, t~ in the exponential due to the "interaction at t~."
This has a strong analog in the coupled problem, but the
phase shift is then complex owing to the nonvanishing
of yI, in I"p for the coupled case. This is the circumstance
that gives rise to the width.

For the real case, we use the full U as given by
Eq. (2.7). It is then desired to express the matrix
element &1Vi, a

I
exp[iH, ti] I

1Vi 0; n') in terms of &1V»,
—1;

n
I
exp(iH, ti) I

1V z' 1;n') just as wa—s done for the
uncoupled case. In order to do this, two approxima-
tions will be made, neither of them serious. Consider a
typical successive product of U's that arises in the

[In (2.14) note that the unperturbed eigenvalue s
Ea„,'%It, cancel by additivity just as in the uncoupled
case.] 8&(n) and p&(n) are, respectively, the shift and
width of the mode of excitation k, given o.. We now
assert that (2.14) can be replaced by 1. This is so be-
cause n„divers from n, & by the population of a few
modes of excitation only, whereas 8&(n) and y&(n) de-
pend on the population of all the excitons in e. There-
fore, the diGerences of the 8's and y's are negligible
compared to the 5's and y's themselves.

The other approximation will be the replacement of
&n '1V~"

I
I'ln -i'»~ ') by &n 1Vi"—1I I"In -i'1Vi

For those matrix elements which do not involve a
charige of Xl„ this is exact. For the relatively few that
do involve E&, the error is usually negligible. With
these approximations, we have

(1V&, a'
I exp(iH, ti) I

1V&', a')

=exp{i[ci+bg, (n')+iyi, (n')]ti}

X&1V~—1;n'I exp[iH, ti] I
Nio —1;n'), (2.16)

so that (2.4) becomes

&1V&~, n, ~lit(t))= P exp[i&A]

)~t

X dti&1Vi, t, n
I
exp[iH, (t—ti)] I

1Vi—1;a')
Q

X(1Vi—1;n'I exp[iH, ti] I
1Vi'—1;n')

Xexp{i[co—I», (n')+ipse (n')]ti}

X(1V.—1; ~IH'-il1V~)&1V"; a'IP(0)), (2.17)

where srq(a) = ei+8», (a). The main difference that the
coupling has introduced in comparison with the un-
coupled case is the introduction of the shift Bq(a') in
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the phase shift at t~ together with the imaginary part
yl, (n'). This latter produces the width of the line.

It is the square of (2.17) summed over»r, n that
gives us our transition probability. This is

The sum over ¹I,~.
, o. is easily carried out. The sum over¹I,', cP requires a bit more care. If we assume sta-

tistical equilibrium we may write Lwith P~&o;ao

PNIs 0;ao =ENIt 0 —1;a+It;, (2.19)

where g~ may be taken independent of no and»' (for
a canonical ensemble g&=expL —Pe&7. Further, equi-
librium means

Pxg —1;ao=P (Ep) & (2.20)

where Eo is the unperturbed energy of the state
ÃI, —i; o.o. The sum over ¹

'; n can be then carried
out by replacing P(EO) by the diagonal operator P(Ho)
so that (2.18) becomes

PNg~Np —1((d i t)

~t ~t
«i «2l(» —1 ~IH -~l»&l'n~

o ao

X(»—1;n"
I expLiH, (t2 —4)]I 1Vs—1;n'&

X(»—1;n'
I expl iH, t~]P (Ho) exp. L iH, t ]l2—

X»—1;n"& exp(iL(co —(ug(n')+ipse(n'))tg

In reality the use of Eq. (2.20) is an approximation,
always used in weakly coupled systems. To this approxi-
mation, it is permissible to commute exp(-iH, tg)

with P(H0) in Eq. (2.21) and bring out at a factor

PKy~Ng —1((d
& t) = p p p «g «2

+pf 'a ~go ao J
O

j
X(iV.—1;n" Iexpl iH, (t—t,)] le „1;n)

X(»r, nlexpl iH. (t—tg)]l» —1;n')

X(»—1;n'I expl iH, t]7 I»' —1;n'&

X(»'—1;n'
I expLiH, t27 I»—1;n")

X I(»—1;~IH;., I»&I'I(»0;nol4(0)&I2

Xexp(il (a&—~1,(n')+ipse(n'))tq

—((u —arp(n") —i»(n"))tm]}, (2.18)

where we have used the assumption that the initial
phases are chosen at random, i.e.,

(0(0) I&~'n'&(»" n"I4(0)&A.

=BnrI, oared o8 o o I(»', n' PI( 0)) 'I.

P(E0), where P(EO)=PNg 1;a—=PNg 1;a—". The neg-
lected commutator gives a contribution of 0(X) to the
total intensity which is very small, compared to our
final result. This then leads to

Pivp~Ny —1(M l t)

~t pt
«2I(» —1i ~IH;., Iiv, &l'P~~ -'

-"-"~o 'o

X IP"—1 n" lexpL'H. (t~—t.)]l»—1;n'&I'

X exp(iL(~ —~~(n')+ i»(n') )t1

—(~—~~(n") —i»(n")) t2]}, (2.22)

where we have used (2.19). .The square of the matrix
element of expLiH, (t2—t&)7 is the transition probability
P1vy —1;a & Ng —1;a '—(t2 —tq) . This quantity vanishes un-
less the transition conserves energy. It obeys a Poisson-
type stochastic equation, referred to as either the
transport equation or the master equation (Uan Hove' ).

Equation (2.22) is exact in the weakly coupled sense
and is the formal solution to the problem. Its evaluation
is properly carried out by substituting in the solution
Of the tranSpOrt equatiOn fOr PNg —1;a '~NI, —j.;a'. ThiS
is a difFicult and unrewarding task. Ke shall rather use
an approximation which makes physical sense and
allows for a simple evaluation of (2.22). The fact that
both»(n) and 5~(n) are small compared to ~1, should
be borne in mind. Further, they are slowly varying
functions of n. For almost all n on the energy surface
the populations of the various exons are near to the
equilibrium populations so that »(n) and h&(n)=yI,
and 51, for most o, . With this in mind we shall consider a
reasonable approximation to Pzrf, -x;a"~~I, i;~'(t2 —t&).
First of all most of the integral in (2.22) comes from
t~&» ', t~&yl, ' or It2—t~l &yq '. In this time interval
it is unlikely that the population of the mode of ex-
citation k undergoes more than one change. Thus
Pwq —&; n& —&;~'(t2—t&) may be considered as the
probability of transition o,'~o." and the mode of
excitation k undergoes no transition.

Now in the time interval
I t2 —

tel =0(» ') there are
many transitions that take place among the states 0..
As most 0.' are typical near equilibrium states on the
energy shell, most transitions go to similar such states.
Therefore, for most transitions we expect that 0." will

again be a typical equilibrium state. As
I t2—t&

I
«I',~„—

we then expect that the system displays its ergodic
character as far as the e indices are concerned with but
rare exception. We thus approximate

PNg —I;a"~Np —1;a'(t2 ty) =P~' ~xthe probability
that the mode of excitation k undergoes no

transitions in (t~—t&). (2.23)

The second factor in (2.23) may be approximated by
the following argument. For

I 4—t&l«» ' it is unity.
For lt&-t&l»» ' it is P~~ ~~. We are interested in
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2+&
X

. (to —~s)'+ (2va)'
(2.28)

Equation (2.28) is in standard line-shape form with
half-width 2yl, . Our main point, as asserted in the
introduction, is. that the fundamental quantity which
enters into the calculation is.the difference of the I',~,~

between initial and Anal states, in order to get the line
width. The line shift is b~.

In order to treat absorption problems, one handles
the situation as a scattering problem in which case the

7 An alternative procedure to get to this point is to use the fact
that Sq(o) and yq(n) are slowly varying in a to more advantage,
by replacing the exponentials in (2.22) by the exponentials of the
means, i.e., replace bI, (a'), BI,(a"), p&(a'), &I,(a") by their mean
values. The sum over n' and n" then yields the probability that
Ã7, -1 does not change in (t2 —t1), which we take to be
exp/ —ii~ts —ting for [t~ t~~ =0(ya '). This proced—ure leads to
(2.27) as well,

~
4—tt( =O(7s ') so that neither of the above applies.

Rather, we think of the probability that a single mode
of excitation k does not decay in times somewhat less
than y&

' (the probability that two or more modes of
excitation decay in this time is very small) so that
we expect the second factor in (2.23) to be expL —ys
X(ts—t,)$. ys is the mean value of ys(n), averaged
over n. In summary we put

I(&.—1 ~"lexpLi&. (4 ti)$&~ —1;~') ~'

=P--" expL —vsI4 —ttl j (2 24)

We consider the first factor in Eq. (2.24) a very good
approximation. The second factor is reasonable, but
not as 6rmly based as the first. Putting (2.24) into
(2.22), we have the sum

Q P '& exp(i[to —nil(n')+ipse(n')lti)
= (exp(iLte —ops(rr')+its(n') jti) ). (2.25)

Now I' '& is very highly peaked about the equilibrium
values of the populations of the modes of excitation so
that the mean of the exponential is well approximated
by the exponential of the mean. Thus (2.25) is
approximately~

(exp{i(~ ~,(n')+ip, (e') jt,))
= expLi(oi —cos+iys)ti7 (2.2.6)

Putting this into (2.22) together with (2.24), we have

PN& N& i(oi; t) =
I (Ã-&—1;oil+;,& I +&) I'PN&

~t pt

X dtt d4expL —ys~ti —4~ —ys(tt+4)J,
+i(te —tos) (ti—4)j. (2.27)

Integration over (2.27), for t&)ys ', gives the spon-
taneous emission line shape:

/(X. —1;~/a;. , fX,) f
PN,

PNs~Ns -1(oi)=
(2v~)

technique of resonance Quorescence is employed. As is
well known, for incident radiation of frequency range
broad compared to the line breadth, the cross section
is then a product of the total probability of absorption
multiplied by the rate of spontaneous emission. Since
the line shape of absorption is the same as emission,
the former part will just reproduce the same formulas
as derived for emission. The rate of emission is then
merely proportional to the square of the matrix element
of H;„~ with no resonance denominators. The result is a
shape which is the same as for emission.

3. DISCUSSION

This problem is different from the problem of natural
line width in the following way. In the natural line
width problem of a three-level atom, one looks for the
asymptotic component of the wave function after all
photons are emitted. If one then wants the line shape
of the emission line from the highest to the next highest
level, one must integrate over the frequencies of all
other lines that might appear in the asymptotic com-
ponent of the wave function. The result of the calcula-
tion is to give a width equal to the sum of the widths
associated with each level. Here the width is caused by
the interaction with the radiation.

For the case we have discussed it is the system
Hamiltonian that gives rise to the width. Thus, we focus
attention on the particular mode of excitation under-
going a transition. The fate of all other modes of
excitation is of no interest and subtracts out in the
final answer, hence the difference of the F's. In the
natural line width of the multi-level atom, we are very
much concerned with the fate of the intermediate state
to which a transition has been made since the radiation
is the cause of all transitions. These sequential transi-
tions are not statistically independent; the joint distribu-
tion of the frequencies of all lines is not factorized. The
observed line width must then. take into account all
transitions involved.

Finally it should be pointed out that the natural line
width could be added in to our expression by just
continuing the expansion of II~„r, in (23). Then re-
stricting ourselves to the states ~0; Es); ~oi; Es—1) we
collect all the diagonal singularities that arise in powers
of B;„~.These just sum up into an exponential express-
ing a width and a shift which would then be included
in the Us of Eq, (2.7). The natural line width and the
collision line. width add.
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